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I. Against the Tenor: a Contested Voice Type 

 Though it seems incredible that a vocal part could be a bone of contention, the 14
th

 and 

early 15
th

 century contratenor has managed to ignite a surprising amount of controversy in 

modern discussions of medieval harmony, contrapuntal logic, and musical completeness.  

Defined today as a voice-part moving in the same range as the tenor, the contratenor did not exist 

in the 13
th

 century; it was a 14
th

 century invention that was initially used in conjunction with 

motetus and triplum voice types.
1
  However, Margaret Bent writes of contratenors in four-part 

compositions that the “great majority” are “grammatically expendable”; in fact, she tells us, 

“some of these contratenor parts not only can be omitted without damage to the contrapuntal 

core, but are indeed, by any standards we know, quite terrible and best omitted.”
2
  Yet they 

cannot have been so very expendable, because as the mid-14
th

 century progresses into the early 

15
th

, we see a marked increase in the prevalence and number of contratenor voices.  Where 

before the voicing triplum-cantus-tenor had reigned supreme in three-voice works, cantus-

contratenor-tenor becomes more and more common.  By the mid-15
th

 century, in chansons of 

four or more voices, composers often employ two contratenors, a higher and a lower.
3
   

 Even if such voices are “grammatically” superfluous, as Bent argues, from their prevalence 

in the manuscripts we may assume they served some aesthetic purpose.  (Whether this was a 
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practical musical consideration—such as a larger number of singers with a range more suited to a 

contratenor part—or an expression of a loftier compositional goal is unclear, but either tells us 

something about performance of the day.)  In fact, in a sense it is their very inessentiality that 

makes contratenors a useful place of inquiry.  If a voice or its particular movement is 

grammatically indispensable and can no more be left out than can a verb in a complete sentence, 

the composer is left with few options.  However, voices or melodic movements that do not serve 

such an essential function present a composer with greater choice; the pattern of the choices he 

makes can provide us with valuable knowledge about personal as well as broader historical style 

and aesthetics.  Did the drift away from triplum voices and towards contratenors at the end of the 

14
th

 century represent a widespread and increasing preference for a richer lower register?  How 

do Machaut’s contratenors compare to those by other musicians of his day—are they thicker in 

texture?  Thinner?  Are they more or less dissonant?  How do they relate to his tenors? 

 Moreover, looking at transmission of contratenors in sources can aid us in a project of 

which Bent would surely approve: clarifying the musical grammar of Machaut’s era.  Bent 

writes:  

Knowledge of basic grammar is a benchmark for the recognition of exceptional usages, 

errors, regional and chronological change.  And so it is with the grammar of counterpoint, 

which can be deduced and extended by testing music and theory on each other, as 

knowledge of literature extends the understanding of language.
4
 

 Such deduction and extension is exactly what studying contratenors can do for us.  Just 

what was actually essential to constitute a whole, performable piece?  How long could a 

dissonance last before it turns from “decorative” to “structural” and problematic?  Pieces that are 

transmitted in multiple voicings—for instance, pieces which were originally voiced triplum-

cantus-tenor, and appear in later sources as cantus-contratenor-triplum, or pieces that sometimes 
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appear in three voices and sometimes in four—can provide us valuable information on the 

particulars of what was essential in Machaut and his contemporaries’ musical language.  When 

we have evidence that such differences do not merely represent scribal laziness, a dearth of 

vellum, or lack of access to a complete exemplar, differences in number of voices transmitted in 

different manuscripts can be a powerful clue to the essence of the music.  For instance, a piece 

which is transmitted in four voices (triplum-cantus-contratenor-tenor) in one or two sources but 

in three with the contratenor omitted in the majority (assuming we do not have evidence like 

empty staves that the contratenor should have been added but for some reason was not, or a trail 

of scribal idiosyncrasies that point towards a common faulty exemplar) implies a discretionary 

nature to the contratenor.  If the contratenor happens to dip below the tenor briefly, and fleeting 

unsupported fourths result, we would have a convincing clue that such passing dissonances were 

considered acceptable.  If, on the other hand, we only find such intervals in pieces nearly always 

transmitted in their full voicing, or we have evidence that the omission of an essential voice in 

some sources was due to extra-musical considerations, our understanding of the ruling discantus 

grammar of 14
th

 century counterpoint should become stricter. 

II. Getting Inside Machaut’s Head: Compositional Process  

“Guillaume de Machaut,” writes Daniel Leech-Wilkinson, “exists mainly in our 

imagination, a fate that would probably have delighted him.”
5
  For a composer like Machaut—

for whom, unlike any other medieval composer, we have a large corpus of varied yet stylistically 

consistent works without significant problems of attribution—it is only natural to wonder: how 

did he write the music he did?  The answers to this question have displayed the full range of 

imagination Machaut inspires.  In particular, our lack of even any fragments of notated scores 

has left scholars free to wonder about almost all aspects of Machaut’s compositional process.  In 
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his consideration of the Gloria and Credo movements of Machaut’s mass, Daniel Leech-

Wilkinson concludes that Machaut must have conceived of the music as a four-part whole 

(possibly worked out on a wax tablet or other erasable means), only later separating the chordal 

structure thus created into four distinct voices.  Leech-Wilkinson admits, however, that: 

if the four voices…have consistently independent functions; that is, if the Tenor behaves 

as a referential line for Triplum, Motetus, and Contratenor, each making correct 

counterpoint with it (if not necessarily with one another), if the Contratenor behaves as a 

conventional contratenor, making counterpoint against the tenor, and so on; then it may 

be said that the parts could have been written successively. 

Kevin Moll finds evidence of such vocal functions, writing that “the particular voice 

types, when considered in conjunction with specific means of treating consonance and 

dissonance, constitute a firm basis for codifying compositional procedures in music from the Ars 

nova through at least 1450.”
6
  Bent likewise takes issue with Leech-Wilkinson’s view of the 

mass, calling his analysis “only one version” of the “creation story” and writing that “despite 

paying some lip-service to the incontrovertible dyadic contrapuntal basis of medieval polyphony 

(‘Machaut’s Rose, lis,’ p. 11), he has waged a sustained campaign against it…”
7
  Instead, Bent 

locates her own analysis firmly in the “successive composition” process of contrapuntally 

coherent pairs of voices that Leech-Wilkinson so abhors, though she takes care to explain that 

she means these pairs to be conceptually rather than temporally successive in composition.
8
   

The mass is only the clearest-cut case of such arguments over process and grammar—

similar fights flourish in motets and chansons.  Clearly, there is robust disagreement between 

Machaut scholars on how Machaut wrote the music he did.  This is not surprising; after all, the 

14
th

 century was a long time ago.  Though we are blessed with a comparative wealth of 

manuscript sources in Machaut scholarship, there are doubtless many more repertory 
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manuscripts containing his music (and perhaps even Machaut complete works manuscripts) that 

have been lost.  Medieval theorists are rarely so obliging as to tell us how the great composers of 

the day actually produced artistic work; at best, they lay out basic compositional rules that 

probably describe expert practice no better than today’s introductory jazz harmony textbook 

explains the improvisation of Duke Ellington.  How, then, with so many challenges before us, 

are we ever to discover anything about—as Bent puts it—the “unknowable mysteries of 

Machaut’s creative process”?
9
 

One answer is to try retracing Machaut’s own steps, to the best of our ability.  To do this, 

I adopted the potentially controversial tactic of “recomposing” contratenor lines in three pieces 

of Machaut’s, choosing songs in which the status of the contratenor differed in terms of both 

contrapuntal/harmonic necessity and transmission in the sources.  By presenting myself with the 

same contrapuntal puzzles without looking (at first) at Machaut’s solution, I hoped to answer 

some questions about Machaut’s writing: when presented between a choice between two 

different contrapuntal solutions, did Machaut choose one more often than the other?  Might I find 

in my own composition that the way in which the contratenor fits with the other parts differs in 

pieces he originally conceived in three voices from those he initially composed as four-voice 

works?  

First, I set about choosing the lines I would recompose.  In her thesis on ficta and 

transmission, Bettie Jean Harden considers seven of the nine Machaut ballades transmitted in 

four voices in at least one Machaut source as well as two four-voice rondeaux, evaluating their 

performance options and status as three or four-voice pieces.  In her article “Machaut’s Ballades 

with Four-Voices,” Elizabeth Eva Leach addresses largely the same body of repertoire—all nine 

ballades transmitted in four voices in a Machaut source.  Harden and Leach’s respective opinions 

on the viability of various voicings of each of these chansons is given in fig. 1.  Where the two 
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scholars disagree about the possibility of a particular voicing, their opposing decisions are 

highlighted.      

Performance Possibilities of Machaut Works Transmitted in Four Voices 

 2-voice  3-voice w/ Tr 3-voice w/ Ct 4-voice 

 Leach Harden Leach Harden Leach Harden Leach Harden 

B18  --- Yes --- Yes --- No --- 

B21 Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

B21 in 

Vg 

Yes --- Yes --- Yes --- No --- 

B22 Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes* 

B23 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No 

B31 Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes* 

B34 Yes No No No Yes No Yes Yes 

B41 Yes? No No? No Yes Yes Yes Yes* 

B42 Yes Yes Yes Yes* Yes Yes No? Yes* 

R9 --- Yes --- No --- Yes --- Yes* 

R10 --- Yes --- Yes* --- Yes --- Yes* 

*denotes a voicing that is grammatically possible, but not musically preferable 
#$%&!""'!

Based on this survey of performance options—which, of course, point at different 

contrapuntal/harmonic functions of the contratenor—the three pieces I chose were Quant theseus 

(B34), Dame de qui (B42), and Se quanque amours (B21).  According to Harden, Quant theseus 

is only possible as four-voice piece; Leach agrees that it is fundamentally four-voice (though she 

bases her conclusion on textual evidence from Le voir dit rather than contrapuntal necessity
11

).  

Both Leach and Harden agree that a three-voice reading without contratenor is untenable.  All 

four voices—unusually, two cantuses, a contratenor, and a tenor—of this ballade appear in all 

manuscripts (both Machaut and repertory), except for a fragment in SL which includes only the 

first cantus part.  Thus, the contratenor is integral to the piece, and almost undoubtedly composed 
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at the same time as the other voices.  (For our purposes, we’ll take “at the same time” to mean 

during the same compositional process rather than after a remove of some months or years as an 

updating to an older piece, leaving open the question of successive versus simultaneous 

composition.)  Dame de qui is the only piece which Harden and Leach agree presents a choice of 

two viable three-part voicings—Ca-Tr-T and Ca-Ct-T.  Neither Harden nor Leach is enamored of 

the idea of a four-voice performance of Dame, and when one looks at the vertical sonorities 

created by a four-voice rendering, it is not difficult to see why.  Thus, triplum and contratenor 

likely function as alternatives in this ballade; interestingly, though, Dame de qui appears in four 

voices in all Machaut and repertory manuscripts except for C and K, in which it appears in two 

voices.
12

  Since C is the earliest of the Machaut manuscripts
13

, we might speculate that Machaut 

initially conceived the piece as a two-voice work and later added two alternate third voices to 

thicken the texture, provide extra performance options, or bring it in line with his later practice.  

(We observe an expansion in number of voice parts from C to later manuscripts across a number 

of ballades, virelai, and rondeaux.)  Thus, the contratenor of Dame likely represents a later 

authorial addition, not conceived in the initial compositional process but still “authoritative” in 

terms of Machaut’s intent.  Finally, Se quanque amours (B21) is equally valid as four-voice or 

three-voice (provided the third voice is the contratenor) work; thus, the contratenor is important 

in both a three and four-voice framework.  For whatever reason, Se quanque amours does not 

appear in any of the repertory manuscripts; it appears in four voices in all main Machaut 

manuscripts but A, where the triplum is omitted.  A is often considered the most trustworthy of 

the Machaut sources due to Machaut’s personal hand in its creation; however, as many scholars 
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have observed, this oversight did not extend to the level of proof-reading individual pieces.
14

  So, 

while we might speculate that perhaps by the time of A the triplum voice type had gone 

sufficiently out of style that Machaut no longer wished it included (and instead conceived of the 

ballade as a three-voice work), we cannot know this with any degree of certainty.  Regardless, 

like Quant theseus, the contratenor of Se quanque amours almost certainly represents an 

authorial creation at the time of initial composition. 

Using the modern-day equivalent of an erasable wax tablet—Sibelius notation software 

with the playback muted—I composed my own contratenor for each of these three ballades 

without reference to Machaut’s line.  Afterwards I compared my version with that of Machaut at 

the level of the semibreve and described the relationship between the two as the same (identical 

notes); a decoration (either my or Machaut’s version included extra neighbor note minims or 

chordal arpeggiation, but was harmonically the same); a third, fifth, or octave apart; or 

completely different.  Fig. 2 gives the results for this comparison: 

Recomposition Consistency with Original 

 Quant theseus (B34) Se quanque amours 

(B21) 

Dame de qui 

(B42) 

Same 23.4% 20.3% 22.7% 

Decoration 14.4% 15.3% 20.0% 

Octave apart 3.6% 4.2% 0% 

Third apart 36.9% 22.9% 30.7% 

Fifth apart 9.0% 11.9% 21.3% 

Different 13.5% 27.1% 5% 
Fig. 2  Calculated to the level of the semibreve. 

 

 My results were actually more consistent across the various functional roles for the 

contratenor than I expected, but some differentiation between the different contrapuntal 

situations these pieces present is apparent.  Strangely, the piece in which the contratenor is least 

integral—Dame de qui, which may have originally been written as a two-voice work and for 
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which the contratenor and triplum represent alternative options—had by the least amount of 

music where my version was wholly different from Machaut’s.  This seems counterintuitive at 

first; if the contratenor is not imperative for the functioning of the piece’s counterpoint, should it 

not have a greater array of options?  On the other hand, though, this may make a certain amount 

of sense; a contratenor which was conceived later may not have the compositional “room” to 

sound a particularly active or surprising line—there may be only limited ways to connect the 

harmonic dots it must sound in order to be worth its salt as a thickening third voice.  On the other 

hand, my version of Dame also had by far the greatest amount of music related by fifth to 

Machaut’s line, sometimes implying wholly different harmonies.   

 My versions of the contratenors Quant Theseus and Se quanque amours were actually 

quite similar in their relationships to Machaut’s own lines; this makes sense, since both 

contratenors are integral to the contrapuntal functioning of their respective ballades and both 

were probably conceived at the same time as the rest of the piece.  In the case of Se quanque, 

however, my line was completely different than that of Machaut 27.1% of the time, as opposed 

to only13.5% of the time for Quant Theseus.  This is likely due to the unusually active nature of 

Machaut’s contratenor line.  Strings of moving minims are pervasive, as are octave jumps.  

(Witness the percentage of octave differences—the highest of the three pieces—between my line 

and that of Machaut.)    

 Stepping back, when I compare my own lines with those of Machaut, a few general 

trends emerge.  I was far less adventurous in my use of wide leaps (particularly those outlining 

dissonant intervals), less willing to cross below the tenor for extended periods, and less apt to 

simply let the contratenor rest for a breve or two at a time.  I also—and here, I’m sure, is my 

pedigree as a child of functional harmony coming out—often felt driven to complete triads, far 

more than Machaut does.  (This, I think, explains the large proportion of “third apart” differences 



across all three ballades.)  However, there were a range of contrapuntal situations, particularly at 

the beginnings of phrases and cadences, where I chose the same contrapuntal solution as 

Machaut—sometimes because it was the only one, and sometimes because it was the one that 

seemed most sing-able, texturally interesting, or natural.  I am no Machaut, but sometimes the 

trodden path appears to be the only viable one.    

II. The Contratenor as Cover: Machaut’s “Greatest Hits” and Added Voices 

Let us turn our attention to contratenors that were probably not added by Machaut, in the 

hopes that a comparison between them and the Machaut contratenors may shed some light on 

Machaut’s distinct stylistic voice (and perhaps difference of compositional process than his 

contemporaries and successors).  Even if we do not uncover any consistent stylistic differences 

between contratenors composed by Machaut himself and those added by other 

composers/performers, we will at least discover how later musicians adapted Machaut’s music 

for their own purposes—whether through modifying the voicing of a particular song to fit the 

needs of their individual ensemble (“Well, we’ve got this great piece we’d like to sing at the 

coronation, but the triplum’s too high for any of us; let’s write a new contratenor for Johannes to 

sing instead”) or “jazzing up” an archaic song with a more modern voice type or more active 

vocal line.    

Besides the Machaut manuscripts, which preserve only—and, in the case of the later 

manuscripts, close to all of—Machaut’s music, ballades, rondeaux, and motets by Machaut are 

preserved in the so-called “repertory” manuscripts.
15

  These manuscripts preserve collections of 

pieces by many different anonymous and named composers from 14
th

 and early 15
th

 century 

France and Italy.  Though the pieces in such codices may be included for many reasons— they 

may have been a patron’s favorite pieces, those that seemed most notationally complex or 
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visually impressive (such as many songs of the Chantilly codex, a manuscript preserving some of 

the most intricate music of the ars subtilior as well as a select few pieces of the ars nova), or 

simply those to which a particular scribe happened to have access—in many cases it is fair to 

assume that the pieces in such manuscripts may represent some of the most popular music of the 

day. 

If this is the case, the ballade De fortune (B23) must have been among Machaut’s greatest 

hits.  It is included in nearly all of the main repertory manuscripts of the 14
th

 and early 15
th

 

centuries transmitting French ars nova repertory—Chantilly (Ch), Reina (R/Pr), Morg, Str, 

Trém, and as text only in several additional sources.  In the majority of the Machaut sources, this 

ballade is transmitted in only three voices—triplum, cantus, and tenor.  In MS E, however, a 

fourth voice is added—a contratenor.  Several of the repertory manuscripts reproduce only three 

voices, like the earlier Machaut manuscripts.  However, like MS E, both Reina and Chantilly 

contain a fourth contratenor voice.  Fig. 3 gives the first several phrases of all three versions:      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Contratenors for De fortune from Three Manuscripts 

 
Fig. 3, De fortune contratenors from MS E, Reina codex, and Chantilly codex (all from my own transcriptions) 

As one can see, the parts transmitted in Reina and MS E are quite close, though not (as 

Schrade claims) “nearly identical”; there are rhythmic differences between Reina and E’s 

readings that concord well with general stylistic trends in Reina.  Differences between these two 

versions are shown with downwards pointing arrows above Reina’s staff.  (Horizontal arrows 

show continuation of difference.)  Chantilly’s contratenor begins identically to the other two, and 

there are no significant harmonic or rhythmic differences until measure 7, when instead of 

sounding a variation on the opening fifth alternation motif, Chantilly’s reading simply holds out 

a D for two breves.  Starting six bars later, however, it is Chantilly’s turn to take the more 

rhythmically active option, filling in the texture with minim rests and a long string of 

syncopations.  All three versions close the phrase as they began it—identically.  This is due, no 

doubt, to a feature of 14
th

 century-style counterpoint that I quickly discovered when I sat down to 



recompose: there are far fewer contrapuntal options at the beginnings and ends of phrases than in 

their middles.    

What should we make of these different readings?  Are they valid versions of the ballade, 

or quirky additions that should be thrown out immediately?  Neither Reina nor Chantilly’s 

contratenors are at all likely to be authorial, and Chantilly’s line departs significantly from those 

in Reina and E.  Though a full discussion of the evidence for both sides would take too long to 

give here, we must consider the authorship of the contratenor in MS E as uncertain. See appendix 

B for a discussion of possible scribal access to material directly from Machaut.  However, based 

on stylistic evidence—see fig. 4, where E’s contratenor fits much more neatly into the non-

authorial camp, and the discussion of texture on page 16—I’m inclined towards the possibility, 

equally likely on the basis of the manuscript evidence, that the contratenors in Reina and MS E 

share a common, non-authorial but oft-performed ancestor for which a manuscript does not 

survive.!!!  

However, we should bear in mind that in the absence of clear manuscript evidence—and, 

as Harden notes, it only takes a single copying for evidence of inaccuracy or incompleteness 

such as extra staves or different handwriting to be erased
16

—it can be extraordinarily difficult to 

determine the “authoritativeness” of voices on musical clues alone.  For instance, consider the 

well-known example of rondeau 10, Rose, lis.  Here the manuscript evidence is fairly 

uncontroversial: the second contratenor included in MS C was clearly added by a different hand, 

and moreover is a little too long to fit the tenor.  We can be reasonably sure it is not authorial.  

Yet when I played three different midi files of the other three voices of the rondeau with 

Machaut’s contratenor, the added contratenor Schrade calls “contratenor II,” and finally with 

both together (making it a five voice song) for a seminar of graduate students who had spent a 
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semester of absorbing the sonic fingerprint of Machaut’s music, they were far from confident of 

which was the authorial version.  Though the majority of the class correctly identified Machaut’s 

contratenor as the “right” one, there were several dissenters and no one was certain of their 

choice.   

This was scarcely a failure on my listeners’ part.  In fact, it turns out that non-authorial 

contratenors may even be more conservative in some ways than those Machaut himself wrote.  

One aspect of the voice type that appears to sit uneasily with Margaret Bent is its capacity to 

change the fundamental cantus-tenor relationship by dipping below the tenor and becoming a 

chanson or motet’s lowest voice for a note or phrase.
17

  A more conservative contratenor seems 

like it would avoid a large number of such voice-crossings and confine itself to fulfilling its 

function—filling in the texture and moving against the tenor in the same range, often in the same 

basic rhythm.  However, when one takes a closer look at the amount of time the contratenors we 

have been considering dip below the tenor—thus usually becoming the lowest voice and, if we 

buy the argument of Leach and others, becoming the functional tenor in terms of the cantus-tenor 

relationship at that moment—it turns out that the non-authorial contratenors preserved in Reina, 

Chantilly, and (in the case of Rose, lis) actually spend less time sounding below their respective 

tenors.  Fig. 4 shows the percentage of minims for which the contratenor is above the tenor in 

five of the pieces we’ve considered: 
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Voice-crossing in Authorial vs. Non-Authorial Contratenors 

Ballade/Rondeau  % of minims contratenor 

sounds below tenor
18

 

Authorial? 

Quant Theseus (B34)  49% Yes 

Se quanque (B21) 20% Yes 

Dame de qui (B42) 48% Yes 

De fortune (B23) in MS E  23% Possibly 

De fortune (B23) in Reina  21% No (similar to contratenor 

in E) 

De fortune 23) in Chantilly 29% No 

Rose lis  (R10) 17% Yes 

Rose lis (R10) added contra 

in MS C 

22% No 

Fig. 4 

 Though the rule is far from strict—in Rose, lis, for instance, the non-authorial contratenor 

dips below the tenor slightly less often than does the authorial one—we can observe a general 

tendency for authorial contratenors to spend more time below the tenor voice.  Fig. 5 summarizes 

this trend:    

Average % of minims below tenor in 

authorial contratenors 

34% 

Average % of minims below tenor in non-

authorial contratenors 

24% 

Fig. 5 

At first glance, 10% may not seem like a significant difference, but imagine one modern 

choral composer wrote parts that the tenors dip below the basses in his works over a third more 

than another.  We’d certainly consider this a distinctive stylistic trait of her compositions.  Of 

course, the contratenor and tenor in Machaut’s music share a much closer range than do a 

modern tenor and bass, but if we buy Leach and Moll’s arguments, a similar reversal of voice 

function occurs in both cases—in fact, according to Bent’s ideas about the fundamentality of the 

“grammar” of the cantus-tenor relationship, the import of a cross between the tenor and 

contratenor should be even greater than our modern composer’s innocent switch, which merely 
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momentarily reverses who fills in the inner harmony of a chord and who sounds the note which 

determines its functional harmonic role.  Thus, this 10% difference is far more striking in terms 

of its import for voice treatment and style than it might initially seem.  Of course, this is a small 

sample size of pieces, and perhaps a larger one would erase such differences; however, 

considering the limited number of non-authorial added contratenors that survive, our sample size 

will always be small.  In the modern era, we are left with far less complete material from the 14
th

 

century than we would like.  However, we should not hesitate to draw what conclusions we can 

from the manuscript evidence we have. 

Moreover, a more organic look at the interaction of the tenor and contratenor lines 

confirms what the numbers tell us.  In fact, such a view fleshes out the mechanism behind the 

difference in time spent below the tenor between Machaut and non-Machaut contratenors.    

Machaut’s contratenor lines tend to be fairly directional; though they are still the most disjunct of 

his lines, they often move from low to high or vice versa over the course of a phrase, intersecting 

with a tenor that does the reverse.  Thus, tenor and contratenor can be represented in their most 

basic form by a succession of intersecting arrows over the course of phrases.  Consider the 

interaction of the tenor and contratenor lines in the opening phrase of Quant Theseus: 

 

Fig. 6, Quant Theseus opening phrase (from Schrade edition with my own arrows) 

 

Here, contratenor and tenor cross over the span of several breves and repeat the process.  

The contratenor is fulfilling the literal meaning of its name; it goes “against” the tenor in 

contrary motion, often—as in the last few bars—in similar rhythm.  Thus, though the number of 



actual voice-crossings is fairly low, the amount of time in which the normative registral order is 

inverted is fairly high.  Compare this to the two different repertory manuscript, non-authorial 

contratenors we have already discussed for De fortune: 

 

Fig. 7, De fortune first phrase (my own transcription from the Reina and Chantilly codices) 

 

Both contratenors cross the tenor much more often than the contratenor of Quant 

Theseus, but they rarely spend more than a few minims below it at a time, and the lines do not 

have the same kind of directionality.  Thus, the non-authorial contratenors of De fortune dance 

around the tenor, enlivening the texture (sometimes almost comically, as in the rapid fifth 

alternation in the first few bars of both lines and the last two bars of the Reina version) but 

spending less time co-opting the tenor’s role. 

Perhaps, in fact, this emphasis on texture represents a distinct performing or scribal voice.  

If we investigate the opening phrase of another Machaut ballade preserved in the Reina codex 

with a contratenor that differs from those found in the main Machaut manuscripts, we see a 

similarly active texture in places where the Machaut manuscript version opts for longer, more 

sedate note values: 

 



Fig. 8, Il m’est avis first phrase (tenor and Machaut contratenor from Schrade edition, Reina contratenor my own 

transcription) 

 

 Like Reina’s version of the contratenor of De fortune (which is similar to that of MS E), 

Il m’est avis’s Reina contratenor is clearly related to that of the Machaut manuscripts.  However, 

quite consistently throughout the ballade, Reina’s line adds extra textural activity—minim rests, 

quick jumps above or below the tenor line, and more moving minim lines than given in the 

Machaut sources.  Though Leach has written that “the relationship of the contratenor in PR to 

that in the Machaut manuscripts is one of prototype to finished object,”
19

 and she believes that 

PR’s version of the contratenor is an early version of that in the later Machaut manuscripts 

(perhaps the version that was to go on the blank staves labeled “contratenor” in the earliest 

Machaut manuscript, MS C
20

), Reina was copied much later than the majority of the Machaut 

manuscripts—its first three sections, which include this ballade, were probably put together 

between 1400 and 1410.
21

  Thus, barring (as we mentioned above) a simple lack of access to a 

more up-to-date exemplar, Reina’s “Scribe Y” (the scribe of section III
22

) must have made a 

conscious choice to transmit the earlier contratenor over the later one.  Other Machaut pieces 

included in Reina—there are seven in all—show unmistakable signs of access to the late 

Machaut manuscript MS E or another manuscript with comparable readings of Machaut’s 

ballades and rondeaux.
23

  So, Scribe Y’s presentation must represent a decision—whether that of 

the scribe himself, a singer, or a patron who heard and preferred a particular performance.  Since 
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Reina is considered likely to be a performance manuscript, based on its utilitarian design and 

lack of illuminations, one of the first two options seems likely.  Or, perhaps the scribe was the 

singer.  Regardless, to me Reina’s pattern of more complex, active readings of contratenor lines 

is a persuasive hint of the decisions of a particular musical intelligence.  Someone brought their 

own taste to the tune, made decisions between an array of options for performing Machaut’s 

work.  And this makes sense; De fortune in particular was one of the fourteenth century’s 

greatest hits, so why not make a cover?   

 Such a 21
st
 century musical notion seems silly at first when applied to Machaut’s work, 

but I think it gets at something important about musical performance and transmission in the 14
th

 

century.  Sarah Jane Williams writes that:  

It is customary, in reference to 14
th

-century music, to speak of a 4-voice rondeau, or a 

three-voice ballade, as if the number of voices were one of the elements defining the 

nature of the work. Yet, in spite of the unusually complete canon of Machaut’s works and 

the authoritative nature of the manuscript tradition, in a considerable number of cases the 

manuscripts give versions that differ with regard to the number of voices.  It seems that in 

Machaut’s time even this feature of a musical work was understood in a sense to be the 

performer’s option.
24

 

We tend to think of medieval music history as leading inexorably up to Bach, and the Western 

classical tradition this historical progression represents being more or less unbroken up to 

today’s concert music.  Yet in terms of how music was treated in the fourteenth century, in many 

ways we’d be better off putting Machaut and Vitry in the same mental box as Adele or John 

Mayer than Steve Reich or John Adams.  When Reich or Adams write a piece, they are writing 

for a specific number and type of instruments, whose players will reproduce the notes on the 

page in the rhythm on the page.  A singer-songwriter in the pop world today, on the other hand, 

writes—as Machaut did—a song.  Instrumentation, vocal range, tempo, and many aspects of 
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rhythm will all be reinterpreted by subsequent performers; really, only the tune and words are 

constant, and even these may be ornamented or modified to fit a particular occasion.  

 This view of performative interpretation and contratenors also has ramifications for what 

we consider “authentic” in connection with Machaut’s music.  To draw another analogy with 

modern popular music, we don’t consider Jimi Hendrix’s version of “All Along the Watchtower” 

any less legitimate because it was originally Bob Dylan’s song.  Hendrix made modifications to 

Dylan’s version in the course of his interpretation that almost certainly were not what Dylan had 

in mind when he wrote the song, yet Hendrix’s cover is not “inauthentic” or “spurious” (two of 

the most common descriptions of contratenors) because of this.  Rather, Hendrix’s version 

represents a different interpretation of a musical nugget—a song—by someone other than the 

composer.  Of course, the composer’s interpretation will always have legitimacy simply by 

virtue of the fact that he or she conceived the whole.  However, the analogy to popular music 

should remind us that there are other ways a musical interpretation can garner authenticity 

besides authorial status.  A cover—or contratenor—that better exemplifies aesthetic values of the 

day, or that becomes better known—and thus more performed—than the original seems to me to 

have no less a claim to authenticity (albeit a different sort of claim) than a voice Machaut himself 

wrote.  Thus, our cover analogy does the added work of reminding us that, if we truly wish to 

understand the music of Machaut, his contemporaries, and their vibrant culture of music-making, 

we should refrain from hasty judgments of authenticity.   

  

 

 

 

 



Appendix A 

 

Vertical Sonorities in Various Performance Options of Quant theseus 

 4-voice 

(valid according to 

both Leach and 

Harden) 

3-voice without Ca I 

(valid according to 

Leach) 

3-voice without Ct 

(not valid according 

to either) 

3 5.7% 6.6% 14.4% 

4 1.9% 1.9% 3.6% 

5 27.6% 27.6% 22.5% 

6 6.6% 6.6% 14.5% 

8 1.0% 1.0% 11.7% 

9 0% 0% 1.0% 

5/3 24.8% 24.8% 12.6% 

6/3 21.0% 20.0% 13.5% 

6/4 5.7% 5.7% 4.5% 

6/5 1.9% 1.9% 0% 

6/5/3 1.0% 1.0% 0% 

7/3 1.0% 1.0% 0% 

7/4 1.0% 1.0% 1.0% 

7/5 0% 0% 1.0% 

9/5 1.0% 1.0% 0% 
    (Percentages may not sum to 100 due to rounding.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





The chart above shows the notated second ending of the main Machaut manuscripts in (to 

the best of our knowledge) chronological order,
25

 as well as those in Reina and Chantilly.  One 

difficulty of fourteenth century notation of ballades is that it is often difficult to know where in 

the music to jump to the second ending.  What on first glance seems clearly defined by lines 

similar to multi-breve rests may in fact be only part of what constitutes a second ending in our 

sense.  MS C, Vg, B, and A’s notation of the cantus voice of De fortune is a perfect example of 

this problem; if one takes only the signs notated between the dividing lines, the passage is a 

breve short relative to the other voice parts. 

MS E, Chantilly, and Reina remove some of this ambiguity by the notation of an 

additional breve between the second ending lines at the same pitch level as the long/breve plus 

breve rest (this varies between the sources) immediately before the first ending.  This repetition 

is a common way of signaling where to make the jump to the second ending.  The concordance 

between these three sources is striking; it would take a remarkably thorough scribe with musical 

training to notice such an ambiguity in the midst of copying and take the steps to correct it.  

Rather, it is more likely that an authoritative source—a performer, knowledgeable musician, or 

even Machaut himself—would notice such a detail and be the impetus behind this notational 

change. 

I think this small but significant scribal detail offers support for Margaret Bent’s view of 

MS E.  Though chronological and copying relationships between the Machaut manuscripts are 

often tangled and uncertain, Bent has made a convincing case that manuscripts Vg, B, and E 

constitute a closely related group.
26

  Though she cautions that manuscript lineage should be 

established at the level of the individual piece rather than the MS as a whole, she concludes that 

for most pieces, Vg constituted the exemplar for B.  The relationship between B and E is more 
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complex, but Bent includes De fortune in her list of pieces that for which an E to B parentage is 

precluded, making B the likely exemplar for E and E the latest of the three manuscripts.   

 Bent argues that “E’s scribe seems to have used B in an unbound, unrubricated state,” on 

the basis of E’s scribe’s misinterpretation of some of B’s guide letters (which he would not have 

used had B’s rubricated capitals already been in place).
27

  Based on the pieces included and the 

readings transmitted, E’s scribe must have had all or nearly all of B to hand in the copying 

process, as well as several other manuscripts.
28

  Thus, Bent advocates a dating for E “after B’s 

completion, but not so long after that B had been rubricated and bound.”
29

  In his painstaking 

detective work to lay out relationships and chronology between the main Machaut manuscripts, 

Earp places B’s creation quite specifically from 1370-1372.
30

   Thus, E was probably assembled 

right at the end of Machaut’s life or very shortly after his death around 1377.  Barring new 

manuscript evidence, it is impossible for us to know which.    

Many Machaut scholars would dismiss the authenticity of E’s contratenor out of hand; 

for many years, E’s scribe has been blamed for a host of scribal errors, casting doubt on his 

trustworthiness as a transmitter of “authentic” readings.  In fact, scholars such as Thomas Walker 

and Jennifer Hasselman question the authorship of the two lais unique to E on the basis of E’s 

general unreliability.
31

  Bent, however, exonerates E’s scribe of a number of these errors on the 

basis of her B to E schema of lineage (after all, the scribe cannot be fairly blamed for the errors 

of his exemplar), and considers these unica as a suggestion that E’s scribe had “access to a 

source he had reason to trust more than B, and one which was more up-to-date if not available to 

him in complete form.”
32

  She goes on to pose the provocative question: “If anyone could have 
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enjoyed access to Machaut himself or to his livre, surely the compiler of a manuscript for the 

Duke of Berry would have been such a person.”
33

  

Such access would make MS E’s De fortune contratenor authentic beyond doubt.  

However, even without this leap of faith, there is reason to postulate the contratenor E transmits 

may possess substantial claims to authenticity.  Evidence such as the added breve discussed 

above points, at the least, to a common ancestor for E, Reina, and Chantilly.  Even if it is not 

Machaut’s E’s contratenor could be a non-authorial addition based on one of the repertory 

manuscripts—an extra voice added by another musician that struck the fancy of E’s scribe, 

which he falsely believed to be authentic, he saw fit to include in the interests of presenting the 

most complete version possible, or represented contemporary performance practice.  The 

survival of such a similar contratenor voice in Reina—considered likely to be a manuscript 

geared towards performance—points, I think towards the final case.  Though this contratenor and 

the reading of De fortune it gives may not have been Machaut’s own intent, as we have 

discussed, it may be “authentic” all the same in the context of 14
th

 century performance.   Once 

again, if we are interested in the fullest possible understanding of the music of the ars nova, we 

should be thoughtful about what we consider “authentic.” 
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